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from metallic dental restorations to the region around the teeth.
• Archive the entire study in uncompressed DICOM format on CD-R or
DVD for shipping.
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1.25 mm (equal to slice thickness)
Scan spacing Slice Thickness:
1.25 mm (equal to sliceLess
thickness)
than 1.25 mm (equal to scan spacing)
Pixel size
0.60 mm or less
Field of View:
20.0 - 25.0 cm
Field of view
20.0 - 25.0 cm
Algorithm:
GE: Standard (not bone or detail)
Algorithm (examples)
GE: standard (not bone or detail) (Siemens: H30s, Toshiba: FC20, Philips: B)
(examples)
Siemens: H30s
Gantry tilt
0°
Toshiba: FC20
Archive media
CD or DVD
Philips: B
File type
DICOM (uncompressed)
Gantry Tilt:
0°
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CD or DVD
DICOM (uncompressed)
Original/Primary/Axial
(No recon, reformat or post process data)

Voxel size

0.3 - 0.5mm

Field of view
File type

Largest available
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CT (one file per slice)

Reconstruction
Compression

Scanner
Axial

ClassicUncompressed
i-CAT®

Next Generation i-CAT®

Scan Time

Voxel Size

40 sec

0.4 mm

26.9 sec

0.4 mm
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Original/primary/axial (no recon, reformat or post process data)

Archive Media:
File Type:
Series: Longest available
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Field of View
16 cm (d) x 13 cm (h)
(Preferred) Extended FOV: 16 cm (d) x 22 cm (h)
16 cm (d) x 13 cm (h)
(Preferred) Extended FOV: 23 cm (d) x 17cm (h)
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